SACRED CRYSTALS AND GEMSTONES GUIDE
(The full guide will be available soon. We apologize for the delay.)

See the Ethereal Collection
UNVEIL THE MYSTERIES
The Wisdom Behind Wearing Jewelry with Healing Crystals
“Oneness” dissolves the separation between the properties of the stones & the stone-holder. When we
approach stones as living beings, their energies promise to hold a relationship with us. Each crystal carries
an unmistakable presence that can speak with your soul. Stones are the ancient wisdom keepers.
Throughout antiquity, civilizations have worn crystals therapeutically & contemporary communities
continually affirm their significance. Alternative healers understand that when people are ready to heal their
wounds, crystals can help relieve everything from anxiety to digestion, and beyond. Crystals balance physical,
emotional, psychological and spiritual wellness. Each piece of gemstone jewelry vibrates with its own
enchanting language, born of their molecular composition. These vibrant frequencies interact with particular
chakras and flow within, enhancing tranquility, protection, creativity and awareness.
Gem medicine is beyond a practice, it is a metaphysical art. But how? Crystals vibrate similarly to people.
This similarity synchronizes & maximizes restoration. The powerful energies of the sun, moon, oceans &
earth, have been absorbed by these sacred objects. They inherit and exude vital lifeforce. They are high
frequency vessels that can either cleanse, absorb & transmute toxic energy or deflect it to protect alignment.
Gemstone jewelry strengthens the self without requiring any specific action (except acceptance). The ripples
outward nourish our connection with others – making wellness limitless.
Cleansing your Crystals
Gemstone jewelry needs cleansing to keep their full spectrum of vibration. They can be smudged with sage or
other herbs. Gems enliven as they absorb luminous full-moon frequencies. Lunar energies amplify
subconscious illumination & intention. It’s like filling the reservoir when it rains. When nature supports your
path, it eases. To maintain gemstone hues, keep them out of direct sunlight, this fades them.
DISCLAIMER: THIS SITE DOES NOT PROVIDE MEDICAL ADVICE
This content is not intended to be a substitute for medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment, and does not
constitute medical or other professional advice. The use of stones or crystals as a wellness therapy is an
individual choice. The information on this site comes from personal experience, research, books, articles and
interviews. The items sold on this website do not guarantee results. Consult your Health Care Professional
for health care issues. Do not stop any medications or courses of treatment, without first consulting your
Healthcare Provider.

